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Types of Tools 
The Smart Trip Tool can be customized to handle three different situations.  Once the tool type is 
selected, there are many ways to further configure the tool to meet your needs. 
 

 
 

Quick Edit 
Each tool can be edited using the quick 
edit function or you can select the 
Customize function. 
 
From the Quick Edit screen you are able to 
modify certain fields.  The highlighted 
ones are seen directly on the tool. 

• Tool type 
• Destination name  
• Event name if event tool type is 

selected 
• Header title 
• Travel dates (this field varies 

based on the trip type) 
• Charity to benefit 
• Preferred airport 
• Name of the tool 

  

VENUE
The venue tool is for a 

specific place (destination) 
with a specific address or 
lat/long stored in the tool. 

The dates of travel are based 
on a number of days from 

the date the tool is viewed.
This is most often used as a 

VISIT US page on an 
organization's website.

EVENT
The Event tool is for a specific 

place (destination) with a 
specific address or lat/long 
stored, for a specific event.  
The dates are based on the 

event date, plus the option of 
coming in x days before or 

staying x days after. 
This is used for an event 

landing page.

ANYWHERE
The ANYWHERE tool is for 
travel from anywhere to 

anywhere.  
The destination is filled in at 
the time of the transaction.  

The dates of travel are based 
on a number of days from 

the date the tool is viewed.
This is most often used to 

raise funds for a  

Any customization beyond these fields is done 
using the Customize button in the top 
navigation. 
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Customize Tool 
Step 1  Tool Basics 
 
Select tool type 
Choose from the drop down - Venue, Event or 
Anywhere 
 
Destination 
The destination field is used to look up the 
address for the   
 
 
 

Venue Enter the name of the destination – the system automatically looks up the 
address. 

Event Enter the venue for the event - the system automatically looks up the address. 
Anywhere The destination autofills with “my destination”, as the actual destination is filled 

in at the time of the travel transaction 
 
Header Title 
The header title will autofill based on the type of tool and the name of the destination.  The default text is 
Plan your trip to.  This can be overridden.  
 

Venue Autofills with the name of the venue  
Event Autofills with the name of the event and the name of the venue 
Anywhere Autofills with Smart Trip Planning for and the name of the Organization 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Header Text 

Destination 
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Image and Image Link 
 

 
 
Select Image 
You can use our default image, or you may choose your own image or no image. 
 

• Upload an Image from your desktop 
• Direct URL to an Image on the web 
• URL/link destination for the image – this can be a link to a website, ticketing site or to a video 

Marketing Message in Footer 
You can insert up to 60 characters of text.  The color of the background and text are set in the 
Customize the branding for this tool section. 
 
Widget Name 
The widget name is an internal field that shows up on the list of tools.  If you decide to do A/B testing of 
different tools or you want the same tool in different places, this allows you to create one tool (e.g. VISIT 
US) and then clone it add the placement (e.g. VISIT US – Contact Us Page, VISIT US – Facebook Page 
 
Tracking Number 
The tracking number is an internal number and it appears on each booking.  It will allow you to track how 
much revenue and/or donations that are generated from each tool. 
 
Your Charity 
If you selected a charity in your Account setup, it will default on this field.  It can be overridden if you have 
a different charity that you want to impact (e.g. for an event as an example). 
 

Step 2  Address 
Destination Address 
The address should be shown in the Lookup 
My Address field as a result of what you 
inserted in the Destination field in Step 2.  If 
it is not correct, then you can fill in the 
individual fields.  
 
Use my locations local currency? 
Check this box if you want the tool to price in the local currency of the user.   
 
Currency 
If you wish to always price in a specific currency, you may select the currency from the drop down. 

Image and Image Link 
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Step 3. Tab Options and airport 
This section allows you to customize the TABS on the tool and what shows first on the tool. 
 

 
 
Default Display 
The default display is the I’m Staying tool (hotel booking).   
 
The header, destination and address come from the first two sections.  
The default dates and rooms and guests come from Steps 4 and 7. 
 
The color scheme and the brand used for the search results are 
customized in Step 5. 
 
More search options allows the traveler to select their preferred hotel 
chain family and the number of stars, which are set in Step 6. 
 
You may select MAP view as the default, but if you have more than 10k visitors per month, you will be 
required to provide your Google Maps API Key.   
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Social Sharing 
If you would like to have social sharing turned on, click this 
box.  If you already have social sharing on the page that you 
are inserting this tool, then this should not be checked 
 
I’m Driving 
The I’m Driving tab (see sample to the right) has both driving 
time estimates, driving directions and also optional car rental.  
The destination auto-populates from the destination on the 
tool and the user simply needs to enter their starting location.  
Driving straight through is the default.  If the trip will take 
multiple days, the traveler can check “No” and then it will ask 
the number of hours that you are driving.   
 
If the user needs a rental car, the dates will default to the travel dates on the I’m Staying Tab.  They can 
override this.  They then need to indicate if they are flying or driving.  If flying, it will default to the airport 
for the Destination for pickup of the car.  If they drive, it will default to the airport for the Starting 
Location.  This is a unique feature for TripProximity. 
I’m Flying 
The I’m Flying tab (see sample to the right) allows the user 
to look for flights from their origin airport to their 
destination airport.  The dates will autofill from the I’m 
Staying tab.   
 
The user may choose their preferred airline and preferred 
seat class or do that filtering on the back end booking 
system results page. 
 
If you select the I’m Flying tab you will need to designate 
the preferred Airport. 
 
 
 
NOTE:  Our inventory partner does not currently have distribution rights for Delta and SkyTeam.  Also 

most low-cost carriers (Southwest, Ryan Air, etc.) do not participate in online distribution sites.  
If your location is only served by one of these airlines, we recommend that you turn OFF air 
and put the LOGO of the preferred airline beneath the tool with a link to that carrier’s booking 
site.   

 
 Solutionz is working on another solution to this issue, but it is important to remember that just 

11% of all travel in the US is by air and we see less than 5% of our total bookings from air.  Also, 
airlines do not pay a commission, so our revenue share on airline is simply a split of a $3 fee 
per ticket. 
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Step 4.  Dates 
Travel Dates 
The dates of travel will depend on the type of tool.   
 
For a venue, the dates are calculated from the day that the tool is displayed, 
plus the number of days in Trip starts in field.  The checkout date is that date 
plus the length of stay.   The default can always be overridden by the traveler.  
It should mirror your most common experience with guests.   
 
For an event, the dates hinge on the date of the event itself.  If 
the event is one day or less, there should either be one night 
before (e.g. for an event starting in the morning) or one night 
after (for an event going into the evening).   
 
If the event is on a Sunday and you want to make the trip a weekend, you would put the Sunday date in 
event starts and ends field and then 2 nights before and zero nights after. 
 

Step 5.  Branding 
Customize Branding 
For organizations that are for profit, we have a number of brands for you to choose from in the Hotels 
Nearby brand family.  This is the brand that the consumer sees when they use the tool on your site, 
system or Facebook page.  For non-profits, the default is TravelingToGive.   
The user may elect to use their own brand for the booking results, however, there is a fee for this and 
there may be a delay in launching with that brand and any incentives for rapid implementation will not be 
available. 
 
Select color palette 

If you have multiple sites 
that have different color 
palettes, you may want to 
use the Palette Templates 
to set them up.  If you do, 
they will be available in the 
drop down.  If not, you can 
use the color picker below 
to insert your HEX# from 
your color palette.  
 
We have set the default on 
the widget background to 
white and the background 
on the header to 
transparent.  The Active 
Tab is white, to match the 
widget background, which 

is best practice.  The inactive tab is a medium grey.  You may customize any of these choices. 
 
We recommend that you modify the Buttons to match your primary color for the buttons on your site.  
The Footer Background should match your accent color on your site.  If you select a dark background, we 
recommend white text.  If the background is light, select a dark color for text.   
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Step 6. Travel Preferences 
You may customize the search results by brand and by hotel stars and preferred seat class on air.  If you 
have a preferred property and you want that hotel to show first, choose their brand family.  If it is not a 
part of a chain, let your Account Director and they can show you other ways to showcase partner 
properties, such as how this client did for an upcoming meeting in New York.  If you want to do this, we 
recommend showcasing the Closest, the Classiest and the Cheapest.  It only takes a few minutes to set up. 
 

  
 
 

Step 7. Rooms and Guests 
This allows you to set the defaults for the number of rooms and 
guests.  For leisure travel, normally this will be 1 room and 2 guests.  For business travel, 1 room and 1 
guest is the default.  For something special like parents and a child visiting a university it might be 1 room 
and 3 guests.  For a golf foursome, it may be 2 rooms and 4 guests.  The traveler can override these at 
travel booking time. 
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Preview and Quick Edit 
Once you are finished customizing the tool, select SAVE and VIEW.   You will then see the Preview and 
Quick Edit screen.  At the bottom you will see two buttons.   
 
When you are satisfied with how the tool looks, select Ready to use. 
 

 
 
Then you may select one of the three options. 
 

 
 

My Website or Blog 
Enter the URL where you will be installing the tool.  This is for us to support you in testing it once it is 
installed. 

 
 

Host it for me 
We can host your tool and produce a list of hosted widgets that your team can bookmark.  This is often 
used for staff travel, for special events that do not have a landing page. 
 

 
  

My Website or Blog

•Code snippet that can be 
inserted as an HTML code 
block in any site, blog or 
Facebook page

Host it for me

•We can host the tool on 
our site if your need is 
temporary or if you don't 
have a logical place to put 
the tool.

Dynamic Tool

•Code snippet that is 
coupled with a short script 
to customize how the tool 
is displayed on a system or 
a site with many landing 
pages for events or venues
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Dynamic Tool 
The dynamic tool allows you to render the tool on any page of your site, pulling information from that 
page.   
To install you will write a short script and add that to our code snippet.  This should take no more than an 
hour to write, install and test.  We are happy to help with the testing.  Contact your Account Director. 
 

 
If you have more than 10k unique visitors a day, please provide your Google API key.  If you don’t have 
one, we will institute a 10 booking minimum per month. 
 

Support 
If you need support during business hours, contact 813-925-0789 x2 
 

 


